
Chiefmaster Suh, In Joo

SNAKE

Another favorite animal of Suh´s is the snake (bahm).

"The snake is 100 percent defense," he explains. "It strikes only when it is
threatened or attacked. When the snake is relaxed, its body is merely a long,
rope-like tube. However, when it senses danger, the snake immediately
prepares itself for battle. At that time, when its body coils into a defensive 
position, the snake´s body power is transferred to the head -- the actual
striking area."

The fighting principle borrowed from the snake is one of defensive attack from
a prepared position, one that allows the entire body force to transmit out
through the Kuk Sool stylist´s hand or foot.

Pressure point strikes, made with two fingers bracing one another, are popular
defenses within the snake form. Other hand and foot techniques are also
employed, including occasional head butting. All hand and foot blows are quick,
circular, almost wrapping techniques, and are many times directed from a cat
stance position. These defensive strikes are similar to the coiling and uncoiling 
action of a snake. In keeping with the snake´s basic character, Kuk Sool stylists
wait until after the opponent punches or kicks, evades his attack, and then
immediately counterattack.

A real snake often uses constriction to defeat an opponent larger than itself.
Kuk Sool Won snake techniques follow the same approach. Kuk Sool stylists
might capture their attacker in a choke hold by faking a high kick and then
finish by suddenly wrapping their leg around their opponent´s neck.

Snake Technique

  

From the starting position, Snake grabs wrist of opponent and throws him off balance,
continues with a ridgehand arm to neck, pushing him sideways (this is a technique used

on taller opponents). Follow with a step and twist that collapses opponent's knees.
Snake finishes with a take down headlock.
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